NOTE TO FABRICATORS: CDOT logo sticker will be provided by Region Traffic.

American Recover Sign:

W21-1A MIN:
18.0" across sides 1.9" Radius, 0.8" Border, 0.6" Indent, Black on Orange;
"COLORADO" D; "AT WORK" D;

3.0" Radius, 0.8" Border, 0.6" Indent, Black on Orange;
"COLORADO" D; "AT WORK" D;

PROJECT FUNDED BY YOUR FASTER VEHICLE REGISTRATION FEES

NOTE TO FABRICATORS: CDOT logo sticker will be provided by Region Traffic.
3.0" Radius, 1.0" Border, 0.6" Indent, White on Green;
"PROJECT FUNDED" D; "BY YOUR" D;
"FASTER" Arial Black; "VEHICLE" D;
"REGISTRATION FEES" D;